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Features & Benefits
Brief Introduction 

BRC fencing is also known as roll top fence. It is featured by the triangular bending structure at both 

top and bottom of the fence. The smart design is not only a decoration improvement in appearance 

but also provides horizontal support between posts to achieve solid stability.

At SKYHALL® Fence, BRC fencing is welded from low carbon steel wire with a welding strength greater 

than 50%. The surface of mesh fence will be pre hot dipped galvanized and then polyester powder 

coated. That effectively strengthens its rustproof and anti-corrosion performance.

Our BRC fencing is well accepted by customers from South Korea, Japan, Singapore, Philippines, and 

other Southeast Asian countries.

  SKYHALL  Fence
We Make Fence Ideal~

BRC FENCE
Triangular Bending Structure at the Fence Top And 

Bottom Makes Better Performance.



FITTINGS

PANEL HEIGHT PANEL WIDTH WIRE THICKNESS MESH SIZE POST SIZE POST THICKNESS TYPE

1200

1500

1800

2100

BRC FENCE

PANEL POST

SURFACE TREATMENT
PRE HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED + POLYESTER POWDER COATED ( RAL COLOR )
HEAVY DUTY HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED

2000
2200

4.00
4.50
5.00

150*50
48
60

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

U CLAMP

http//:www.skyhallfence.com

We make fence idea!

BRC fence is distinguished for the rolling top and bottom design. This 

artful structure makes the mesh fence much stronger and more stable, 

meanwhile, largely improving its beauty.

BRC fence is a kind of cost-effective fence. Compared to other security 

fencings like 358 mesh fence and steel palisade fence, BRC mesh fence 

is much cheaper but still plays an anti-theft function.

BRC fencing is not only beautiful but also with high visibility. If you are 

looking for see-through fences to show attractive views of parks or 

gardens, then this BRC fence is a perfect option.

All colors are available here for the BRC fence, however, we recommend 

the Dark Green of RAL6005 and Silver as reference colors because they 

are the most ordered colors by our customers.

SKYHALL® Fence was established to provide a one-stop solution for metal fencing products,  such as security fences,  temporary fences,  decorative  

fences, and pedestrian fences to accomplish our customers’ fencing projects at the lowest costs and the highest reliability. If you want to know more 

about us, please visit our website www.skyhallfence.com    
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info@skyhallfence.com
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+86 132 3111 6517

Get to us via multiple ways

ROLLING TOP AND BOTTOM

HIGH VISIBILITY

ECONOMICAL

AVAILABLE COLORS

SKYHALL  Fence

CUSTOMIZED specifications acceptable.
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